
good initiative CAES 

very fruitful knowledge 

Enhance my knowledge related to WBL to be implemented in our 3u1i Program at FPTT. 

A good introduction to WBL.  

So motivated and please continuous providing us courses related to the pnp.  

Good sharing 

Good session. Need practical on SLT calculation. Also in pandemic era, quite difficult to find 
industries for WBL, how to overcome this or any other alternatives. 

Use programmes in UTeM as examples to explain, need assistance from UTeM staff. 

Thanks 

Better do workshop for more clear understanding 

Useful for a direct person/s involving with the development of 2u21 program. 

. 

Teringin mahu ikuti kursus secara fizikal, dan design teaching outline dll... 

Clear insights 

Very informative..hope to have broader spectrum to implement WBL at Utem 

Good idea. 
I like WBL, a good platform for students and lecturers to discover a real case study from Industry. 

good session 

Work based learning is quite a challenge if there was not enough experience in industrial 
background among academic staff.   

Instead of "strategi berkesan", maybe this course is more fundamental, about understanding the 
requirement of implementing WBL, which is still good to grasp a general idea on the 
implementation of WBL.  

- 

Very informative. My initial understanding 2u2i implementation is on existing courses. Fully 
corrected my perceptions, thanks Dr Khairul & team.. 

Bagus pengisiannya tetapi banyak kekangan dalam situasi pandemik sekarang ni. 

very interactive and informative. new knowledge gain on WBL and the way to implement the 
pedagogy in UTeM. 

good sharing from Prof Mohamad Abdullah Hemdi..the session had given me some idea on how 
WBL is working and how to be implemented in our program. 

Gain new knowledge related with WBL. 

Very good and motivated program 

good info & idea for implementation 

good effort from caes 

Provide good input on how to embed WBL into our program implementation 

Most of the questions were answered by Prof. Good. 

good info 

Good topics. 

Overall good. Clear Explanation.  

Very good input and really interesting sharing.. 

very informative 

Good session. Sesuai dengan UTeM 

Great sharing session. Thanks so much. 

Penyampaian dari speaker sangat baik, santai dan mudah difahami 



This is the first time I heard about WBL (Work-based Learning) and Prof has shared very 
comprehensive insights on WBL based on his experience. It will be good to know more about WBL 
and the possibility to implement it in IT-based curriculums and engagement with IT-based industry 

Prof provide many suggestion for the faculty to arrange a better implementation of WBL 

good online wbl course  

Mohon contact person dari MADA/MIDA atau JPT yang berpotensi  untuk buat MOU. 

Very informative. Bringing new method of teaching/learning. 

The speaker explains well about the subject matter. This WBL program and 2U2I program can be 
more successful as compared to current conventional program if the cost of the program is at least 
the same as conventional program or even lower. Possible for conventional program to be 
abolished.  

Lama Sgt 3 Jam utk online... 

Satisfactory 

Content of the session is very useful for us as lecturers to enhance our skills and knowledge in 
delivering quality teaching. 

Very good knowledge sharing. Thank you 

It is an enrichment program and strengthen of knowledge because I joined 3u1i program 
development at my faculty without knowing what it is. 

The session is good. The speaker is knowledgeable.  

Good knowledge obtained and easy to understand with simple example. 

Great sharing. Industry player should take iniative to seriously involve instead of profit alone 

All ok 

Good sharing session.  

- 

 


